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Across

3. What the circut goes on

4. a stable subatomic particle occurring in 

all atomic nuclei

6. It comes froma thunder cloud

10. It turns the circut on and off

11. The thing that powers a circut

13. Being killed by electricty

17. alternating current

20. Holds electricty

24. a stationary electric charge, typically 

produced by friction,

26. The thing that powers a torch

27. also known as electric charge

29. It elemt symbol is CU

31. A object you press

32. When the circut is running

35. measuring instrument used to measure 

the current in a circuit

36. A scientist that discovered electricty

37. Italian physician, physicist, biologist and 

philosopher who disco erd animal electricty

Down

1. an object that allows electricty to flow 

through it

2. is an abnormal connection between two 

nodes of an electric circuit intended to be at 

different voltages

5. The electron is a subatomic particle, 

symbol e− or β−,

7. Oppisit of possitive

8. When theres no light

9. A person who fixes lights

12. an apparatus for reducing or increasing 

the voltage of an alternating current.

14. Emits light

15. It resits

16. Used as a conductor for electricty

18. Cuts wire

19. Whats inside a battery

21. the unit used to measure electric 

current.

22. Metal fe

23. Measures ohms law

25. A flow electric charge

28. The course electricty takes

30. A point connected to the ground

33. is the point at which a conductor from an 

electrical component, device or network comes 

to an end and provides a point of connection to 

external circuits

34. the SI unit of electromotive force, the 

difference of potential that would carry one 

ampere of current against one ohm resistance


